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Proverbs 15:4 

Healing words are words that provide RELIEF in times of 

pain. They make people feel good when they are 

discouraged. They make people smile when they’re 

depressed.  

They bring clarity when people are confused. They bring 

hope when people are in despair. They bring life when 

people are full of sorrow.  

If you want to become an inspiration to people learn to 

speak words of healing. Words in itself does not produce 

healing. The TIMING in which the words are spoken 

produce healing.  

Gentle words spoken at the wrong time can create 

damage. Damage can signify believing something that is 



confusion or misleading. Words that mislead people into 

the wrong action can create a cycle of pain that can be 

irreparable.  

HERE’S WHAT I MEAN  

⁃ Telling someone to be patient in a relationship that is 

negative, discouraging and harmful is misleading. 

Being patient in a toxic relationship is damaging.  

⁃ Telling someone to keep helping people while 

constantly getting hurt themselves is confusing. 

Helping people who are causing you harm will cause 

you to self destruct.  

As you can tell, healing words have nothing to do with the 

words themselves. It has everything to do with the 

TIMING of those words.  

WHO CAN SPEAK HEALING WORDS?  



Anyone who understands TIMING has the ability to speak 

healing words. Healing words give life. They energize a 

person’s hopelessness. They provide happiness to a 

sorrowful spirit. They provide relief to a troubled soul.  

Proverbs 15:4 says, “As a tree gives fruit, healing words give 

life, but dishonest words crush the spirit.” 

The power of your tongue can change a person’s world. 

You do not need an education to impact the world. You 

do not need talent to impact the world. You do not need 

money to impact the world. If you have a mouth and 

compassion you can impact the world.  

Healing words can inspire people to do great things. They 

can influence people to pursue their purpose. They can 

help make a difference in people’s lives. The power of 

healing words can RESTORE WHAT’S  BROKEN WITHIN 
A PERSON.  

HOW TO SPEAK HEALING WORDS 



⁃ If a person is depressed about losing a job, offering 

them help to find a NEW ONE is a healing word and 

act.  

⁃ If a person is feeling discouraged about their child’s 

behavior, speaking a word of KNOWLEDGE will 

provide motivation and clarity.  

⁃ If a person is sorrowful over losing a love one speaking 

a healing word of HOPE will provide relief to their 

pain.  

⁃ If a person is disappointed with their situation 

providing UNDERSTANDING brings healing.  

These are mere examples of how to speak healing words. 

There will be many opportunities to speak healing words 

in this world. With the opportunity available, use it wisely. 

Speak life, bring healing and provide comfort.  



Use your mouth for good. Our Constitution teaches us 

that we will reap what we sow. If you sow destruction you 

will reap death. If you sow healing you will reap health. 

Healing words will help others immediately, while helping 

you later through the reception of a harvest. Words do 

not produce healing. The TIMING of those words 

produce healing!  
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